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Week 1  

Ayurveda 
 
What is Ayurveda? 
 
Ayurveda is a medical science that has various branches and which translates to The Science of Life. This ancient 
healing modality stems back approximately 5-6,000 years ago.  
 
Ayurveda says that all aspects of the physical world are made up of the same elements. These 5 elements are the 
following:  
 
Ether (Space) – nothingness or the quality of non-resistance. Sound emanates from Space 
Air – the concept of movement outside of and inside of the body – directs all processes and functions 
Fire – the concept of heat, light and conversion – this has to do with Ayurveda’s all-important concept of Agni 
(digestive fire) 
Water – the concept of liquidity and cohesion – nourishment and protection 
Earth – the concept of form and structure 
 
According to Ayurveda, we are all made up of these elements and each of us is unique in how much of each 
elemental quality we have. This influences the way we look (body shapes), to the way we process information and 
respond to life, the way we digest all things both physical and emotional, as well as how our bodies react to 
imbalances leading to disease.  
 
From an Ayurvedic perspective, there are only four inputs that directly affect or health and wellbeing. Imagine, 
folks only four that we have control over and can alter to directly impact our health and wellbeing! These are: 
breath, water, food and perceptions. (We’ll talk more about the role of each and how to optimize these inputs for 
our health and wellbeing throughout the program.) 
 
According to Dr. David Frawley (1999), “Ayurveda is one of the most remarkable holistic medical systems in the 
world. It covers all aspects of health and wellbeing – physical, emotional, mental and spiritual. It includes all 
methods of healing from diet, herbs, exercise, and lifestyle regimens to yogic and meditation practices.” (p. 4.) 
 
Ayurveda’s goal is: 
To prolong life and promote perfect health (add years to life and life to years) 
To completely eradicate the disease and dysfunction of the body. 
 
The World Health Organization recognizes Ayurveda as giving as much importance to the 'maintenance' of health 
over just treating disease and has said that Ayurveda is the 'only' appropriate definition of health amongst all 
medical sciences. 
 
Why Ayurveda as part of a wellbeing program for success? 
It considers all aspects of the human being: mind, body and spirit 
It considers individuality at all times 
Emphasis is on prevention 
It looks to natural remedies rather than manufactured ones for maintaining and preserving health and wellbeing 
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It asks us to take personal responsibility for our health and wellbeing 
From prevention to disease management a holistic approach is taken at all times 
 
This week I’d like you to take the Dosha (most dominant mind-body traits) Quiz; this will prepare you for next 
week’s Ayurvedic lesson. You will find the quiz in the PDF downloads for this week. There are various quizzes to  
determine your Dosha type but the one I’ve provided you with is a little longer than some of those you may find 
online, but also not too long that it will take you forever to complete. A reminder, when filling this form out (it’ll 
should only take you about 3 minutes to complete), go with your first thought or instinct and what pertains to the 
who and what you are now, in this moment, not who you used to be or who you wish to become. Please email me 
your results as knowing your Dosha type will be most helpful to me in helping you throughout this program.  
 
As always, if you have any questions please send them to me at Hillary@hillarydrinkell.com 
 
 


